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h i g h l i g h t s

• We devise algorithms to model the preferences of groups automatically detected by clustering.
• We compare different modeling strategies for automatically detected groups.
• We find the most performing strategy for automatically detected groups.
• The group modeling strategy affects the accuracy of a group recommender system.
• We show that there is a link between clustering and group modeling.
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a b s t r a c t

There are types of information systems, like those that produce group recommendations or a market
segmentation, in which it is necessary to aggregate big amounts of data about a group of users in
order to filter the data. Group modeling is the process that combines multiple user models into a single
model that represents the knowledge available about the preferences of the users in a group. In group
recommendation, group modeling allows a system to derive a group preference for each item. Different
strategies lead to completely different group models, so the strategy used to model a group has to be
evaluated in the domain in which the group recommender system operates. This paper evaluates group
modeling strategies in a group recommendation scenario in which groups are detected by clustering the
users. Once users are clustered and groups are formed, different strategies are tested, in order to find the
one that allows a group recommender system to get the best accuracy. Experimental results show that the
strategy used to build the groupmodels strongly affects the performance of a group recommender system.
An interesting property derived by our study is that clustering and groupmodeling are strongly connected.
Indeed, the modeling strategy takes the same role that the centroid has when users are clustered, by
producing group preferences that are equally distant from the preferences of every user. This ‘‘continuity’’
among the two tasks is essential in order to build accurate group recommendations.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Information systems arewidely used to collect and process data
in order to support important business processes. In case of the
information systems used to produce market segmentations [1,2]
and group recommendations [3,4], the data related to large groups
of users and millions of items are aggregated in order to produce
suggestions for the users in terms of ads or items. It is essential for
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these systems to deal with big data and to be able to filter large
amounts of information. In this paper, we focus on the knowledge
discovery and representation of the preferences of the users in a
group recommender system.

Group recommendation [3] is designed for contexts in which
more than one person is involved in the recommendation
process [4].While the objective of a classic recommender system is
to produce personalized content for users in the form of suggestion
of items that the users might like [5], group recommender systems
suggest items to a group, by combining individual models that
contain a user’s preferences [6]. In the last few years, group
recommendation has been highlighted as a challenge in the
recommendation research [4,7].
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In order to derive a group preference for the items, group
modeling strategies, which combine individual user models, are
employed in the development of a group recommender system.
J. Masthoff presented several studies [6,8–12] that adopt group
modeling strategies in a scenario where a group of viewers has to
select a sequence of items towatch. Pizzutilo et al. [13] highlighted
that there is no strategy useful in every context independently
from the environment, and that the choice of the strategy that best
models a group should bemade after a deep analysis of the context
in which the group is modeled.

An interesting application domain in which group recommen-
dation can be used, is when the number of recommendation lists
that can be produced is limited (i.e., it is not possible to produce a
list of recommended items for each user). The two examples below
present scenarios in which there is such a constraint.

Application scenario 1.Acompanydecides to print recommen-
dation flyers that present suggested products. Even if the data
to produce a flyer that contains individual recommendations for
each customer is available, the process of printing a different
flyer for everyone would be technically too hard to accomplish
and costs would be too high. A possible solutionwould be to set
a number of different flyers to print, such that the printing pro-
cess could be affordable in terms of costs and the recipients of
the same flyer would be interested by its content.

Application scenario 2. A political party is participating to an
electoral campaign. The campaign advertising might involve
the distribution of flyers. Since a campaign usually presents
the program of the party for different issues (e.g., education,
economy, health) and candidates, preparing a single flyer to
present the purposes of the party might not be useful. Indeed,
users would not be targeted and a single flyer to present all the
aims of the partywould certainly be confusing. Given the results
of polls about parties and issues, a possible solutionwould be to
set a number of different flyers to print that can be affordable
in terms of costs. Each flyer could contain a subset of issues and
could be addressed to voters interested in the same issues, in
order to maximize the voters interest in the party.

With respect to a classic group recommender system, this type
of systems adds the complexity of defining groups, in order to
respect the constraint on the number of recommendation lists that
can be produced and maximize users’ satisfaction. The presence
of a classification task inside the group recommendation process,
which allows a system to detect the groups, is a novel aspect that
is not present in the existing systems in the literature. Studying
this research area becomes even more challenging with respect
to classic group recommendation, because we deal both with the
classification and recommendation aspects, in order to be able
produce the recommendations.

This paper analyzes the problem of modeling the preferences
of a group that has been detected by clustering users. Since no
group recommendation approach in the literature works with
automatically detected groups, this is the first time that group
modeling is studied for groups created by a clustering algorithm.
In this application scenario, groups are big because of the limited
amount of recommendation lists that can be produced. In other
words, for each item the preferences of a large set of users has to
be accurately combined. Moreover, typically the knowledge base
(e.g., an e-commerce website) involves millions of items.

This form of recommendation is strongly related to cy-
ber–physical–socio intelligence [14]. Indeed, our approach is able
to link the physical space (the real world), in which the users
explicitly express preferences for items they had an experience
with, to a cyber and socio space in which the interaction among
users is made possible by computers and machine learning algo-
rithms [15]. From the cyber–physical–socio intelligence point of

view, the objective of our proposal is to find complex and previ-
ously unknown links among the users and automatically detect
groups, in order to produce recommendations to them. This creates
a so-called knowledge grid (i.e., a virtual socio grid), in which users
enjoy the services (i.e., the group recommendations) made avail-
able to them thanks to these algorithms. Inferring and explaining
the social existence leads to the definition of the so-called social
semantics [16], which can also be employed to detect communi-
ties [17]. Focusing on the topic of this paper, i.e., a group modeling
task that allows a system to infer the preferences of an automati-
cally detected group for a set of items, it lends itself well to a pro-
cessing through grid computing and to the concept of knowledge
grid. Indeed, the individual preferences of each item might be ag-
gregated on different computers (e.g., a possible optimized solu-
tion is to use a single computer for the computation of the group
rating for a subset of items, so that the computation of the final
groupmodel is distributed over different computers, by employing
large scale distributed computing models like MapReduce). More-
over, very recently Donohoe et al. [18] highlighted that context-
awareness is a challenging research area in grid computing,
because of the large amounts of data that might flow in the sys-
tems and the adaptivity aspects that characterize them. The ap-
proach we are proposing exactly reflects this trend and challenge
in the literature, since we are dealing with adaptive group recom-
mender systems that filter large amounts of data and, in particular,
we focus on group modeling algorithms, whose computation can
be split on multiple computers.

More specifically, the problem statement is the following:

Problem 1. We are given a set of users U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}, a set
of items I = {i1, i2, . . . , im}, and a set V of values used to express
the user preferences (e.g., V = [1, 5] or V = {like, dislike}). The set
of all possible ratings expressed by the users is a ternary relation
R ⊆ U × I ×V . We also consider a function f : U × I → V that, for
each element (u, i, v) ∉ R, predicts a value pui = f (u, i). Given a
value k, which denotes the maximum number of recommendation
lists that can be generated, we split the set of users U in a partition
of k groups, so that for each group gq ⊆ U (q ∈ {1, . . . , k}) every
user u ∈ gq receives the same recommendations.

This paper explores a set of strategies to combine into a model
mq the predicted ratings for each item i for the users in a group
gq. Each model mq contains a score for each item, which predicts
the interest of that group for the item by combining the individual
predictions. Our goal is to find the strategy that allows a system
to create a model mq that maximizes the accuracy of the group
recommender system.

Throughout this work, we are going to give an answer to a
set of questions that arise when approaching the group modeling
problem in a new scenario:

Question 1. Can all the existing group modeling strategies be
applied to a context in which groups are detected by
clustering users?

Question 2. Is there any strategy that works in some conditions,
but cannot be used under some circumstances?

Question 3. Is there a strategy that works better than the others?
Question 4. Is there a significant difference in the models

produced by the strategies?

The scientific contributions coming from this paper are now
presented:

• We devise algorithms to implement the modeling strategies
in a group recommendation context in which groups are
automatically detected.

• By analyzing groupmodeling in a novel group recommendation
context, this paper is the first to evaluate, compare, and analyze
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